Editor’s Note: In the June-July 2016 issue of Golf Tips,
Henry Stetina introduced his method for teaching the
all-important short game in a feature called “Beat the Anchoring Ban.” His approach is to focus on the intended use
of the golf club, as opposed to the intended movements of
the body. Golf is a challenging game, but we can simplify
it by taking the concepts used in putting and applying them
to longer shots. First we’ll recap Henry’s earlier feature,
then build on it.

P

osition the golf club behind the ball so that the club face is
perpendicular to the target line, as in Photo 1.

Position the shaft so it too is perpendicular to the target line (Photo 2).
Note: The sole (bounce) of the golf club is responsible for keeping the club
from digging into turf or sand. When the shaft is perpendicular to the
target line, the sole of the club rests on the ground with the leading edge
slightly above the ground. Setting the club this way gives you the best
chance to utilize an important design benefit (bounce) of the golf club.

Solid setup and
quiet hands are
key to scoring
success
BY HENRY STETINA, PGA
PHOTOS BY IGNACIO SOTO CONDE
AT RED HAWK GOLF CLUB
LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO
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Center and square yourself so that the shaft appears to bisect your body
at your belt buckle, sternum, and nose. This will position the club directly beneath the center of your body and in the middle of your stance.
Square yourself to the club so that an equilateral triangle is formed by
the hosel of the golf club, your left foot, and your right foot (Photo 3)

Drill
Place a tee in
the butt of the club

Note: At address when the clubhead is perpendicular to the target line,
and you are squared and centered on the club, the grooves on the clubface
will biscect your stance. They should not be aligned to either your left or
right foot.

At address, identify the tee’s relationship
with your lead forearm, as in Photo 10.
As the club swings, watch the tee and
confirm that it maintains its relationship
with your lead forearm.

Try this: Without a golf club, quickly slap your hands together. Did
you hands meet towards the left side of your body, the right side, or in
front of the centerline of your body? I am willing to bet that they met
at the centerline of your body, which is also the centerline of your golf
swing, as in Photo 4.
A balanced grip (Photo 5) is one in which the palm of the trail hand
faces the target, while the palm of the lead hand is opposite the target.

Swing Objective 1
Preserve the golf club’s orientation at address
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The hands are for “holding,” not for “hitting.” The wrists will hinge
but the cup of the left wrist should remain unchanged during the
swing. See Photos 6-9 to see what I mean.
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Common Fault #1
Losing the address orientation

INCORRECT
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The less hand action means the club will arrive back to the ball
more consistent to the way you had it address. My swing sequence in
Photos 11-17 show how I maintain that angle as much as possible.

Starting the swing with excessive hand
action takes the club out of its address
orientation and requires a compensating
action to return the club back to
perpendicular to the target line at impact.
Photos 18a and 18b show the incorrect
and correct ways to take the club back.

18a

16 17
CORRECT

Note: You may find you have more body turn than you have previously
experienced.

18b
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Swing
Objective
#2
Swing the club
(the shaft) in
the direction
of the target

While preserving
the tee’s address
orientation, the
single thing you
must focus on is
swinging the golf
club in the direction
of the target.
Because the ball will
always travel in the
direction of your
swing. Notice in
Photos 19-26 that
the shaft is always
pointing towards
the target line when
the shaft is below
my waist. Note:
Photo 22 shows
the club slightly
inside the target
line (not as I am
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Common Fault #2
Dragging the
golf club forward

LEARN FROM THE BEST

INCORRECT

Dragging the club in the forward swing often
results in:
• De-lofting the club
• Reduced bounce
• Shortened swing radius, which results in
thin contact

The PGA Center for Golf Learning and Performance in Port St. Lucie, Florida,
sets the stage for an incredible Golf School experience.

• Out of square clubface, which sends the ball
to the right
Each of these will be detrimental to playing
good wedge shots. See Photos 27a and 27b
to see the incorrect and correct positions on
the follow-through.

27a

Ranked among the Top 50 practice facilities, the Center features
PGA of America Golf Schools, with expert PGA Professionals providing
state-of-the-art instruction to sharpen your game.

| Reserve Your PGA of America Golf Experience Today!
| Golf Schools starting from $500

PGALEARNINGCENTER.com | 800-800-GOLF (4653)

CORRECT

Common Fault #3
Scooping the ball

Fat and thin shots can be caused by using
the hands to scoop the ball into the air. The
loft created by the wedge is not a function
of hand action but is solely the result of the
loft of the clubface. In putting our intention
is to make the ball go forward, the result of
which is seldom fat or thin shots. Make your
intention with the wedge to go forward, not
up. In Photo 28 (“Incorrect”), the hands are
scooping, and the tee is under the right arm.

27b

The sensation of preserving address
orientation and swinging the club in the
direction of the target is similar to what one
would experience when throwing a club
towards the target. To see this wedge swing
in action, watch Steve Stricker and Zach
Johnson.
Henry Stetina, PGA, is Program Coordinator
for the PGA Golf Management Program at
New Mexico State University
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